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Fighting fire with safer forests
Arizona Gov. Jane Hull was
incensed. She had come to comfort the
residents of Show Low as they fled an
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encroaching wildfire that would soon
consume an area greater than the city
of Los Angeles. But she also had an
admonition: “Mother Nature is saying to
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Arizona, to the West, that we have to
clean up these forests. I hope the message gets across that we need to clean
these forests.”
Hull and her like-minded counterparts in the new West have blamed this
year's fire crisis on some frequently
invoked culprits: East Coast bureaucrats, environmentalists and policies
that bar any trimming of public forests.
Yet national fire policy isn't quite so
stringent, and blame is hardly so easy
to place.
There is a widespread commitment
on federal and local levels to fuels
reduction: getting rid of material in fireprone areas that's likely to burn and
likely to help a fire spread. Some $796
million has been appropriated in the
past two years to make forests safer.
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That mandate, as set out in a new
National Fire Plan, is a major shift from
the past. After the disastrous 2000 fire
season, which cost the government
$1.6 billion and burned over 8.4 million
acres - more than double the average widespread consensus grew that the
old strategy of attacking and extinguishing every wildfire simply wasn't
working. Indeed, as a September 2000
report to President Clinton that set out
fire plan guidelines argued, "While the
policy of aggressive fire suppression
appeared to be successful, it set the
stage for the intense fires that we see
today."
Jon Bonne, MSNBC
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As professional foresters we can't help
being shocked and dismayed over the huge
loss of western forests to wildfire this summer. It serves as a valuable lesson to the
need for long-range planning and sensible
forest management on our public forests. It
also points to the importance of professional
foresters in providing the knowledge, experience and expertise in managing the forests
of this country instead of government
bureaucrats and environmental activists.
As Mississippians, we are very fortunate
to have our forestlands in mainly private
ownership. For the most part these lands
are well-managed and supply both products
and recreation to our residents.
The two Teacher Conservation
Workshops sponsored by MFA, the
Mississippi Forestry Commission and the U.S.
Forest Service have been completed with
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To me, the best thing about land management and forestry is meeting diverse
landowners. I love meeting different people and learning about them. The
other day I met a nice older couple at
their small farm. The husband, Mr.
Foster, was a former Navy Frogman, which
is today known as a Navy SEAL. Mr.
Foster is completely unpretentious and yet
he is of uncommon valor. He was
nearly twice my age and we talked for
hours.
Mr. Foster asked me if I ever watched
that TV show Survivor during the first

kbrasher@cfr.msstate.edu

series and did I remember the Navy SEAL
named Rudy on the show. I told him
that Rudy was my favorite and then he
said that he went through training and
was friends with Rudy. Even though I've
never enlisted in the military, I
have a genuine, deep respect for folks like
this Navy Frogman.
Land and people are integrally connected by dominion so people will always
be a dominant component of Forestry. I'm
glad that most people are
enjoyable to be around.

MS SAF BUS CHARTER TO THE SAF NATIONAL CONVENTION
October 4-10, 2002

Karen Brasher, Editor
662.325.8530

over 30 teachers at each workshop. It is
important that we as professional foresters
take the time to show Mississippi's teachers
the role that our forests play in our everyday
lives. If they have a greater knowledge and
appreciation for the forests and our profession, then they will impart this to many children throughout their career. Next year volunteer to be a part of these workshops.
Just a reminder that the early registration date for the SAF National Convention in
Winston-Salem, NC is July 18. Let's have a
large turnout from the Mississippi SAF at the
national convention this year. WinstonSalem is only a day's drive from Mississippi
and has many attractions for the whole family.
Lastly, I urge each of you to recruit a
new member for SAF and help the MS SAF
to grow.

This year the SAF National Convention is in Winston-Salem, NC. Since this is relatively
close to home and many MSSAF members have never attended an SAF National meeting
we thought chartering a bus to take a group might be economical and fun. Below is a
suggested itinerary and approximate cost to go from Starkville. If you would like to take
the "MSSAF Express" to the SAF National Convention, call Bob Daniels @ 662-325-3151.
If we have enough people commit by September 1, 2002 we'll launch "The Express."
Using Starkville Buses as the charter:
Tentative Itinerary
* Leave Starkville, MS October 4, 2002 @ 7 a.m. for Winston-Salem, NC
* Arrive back in Starkville, MS on October 10, 2002 @ about 5 p.m.
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The quoted cost for the trip is $3,496 + room for the driver for 6 nights @ $65/night
totals to $3886. The bus has a capacity of 46 so if the bus is full the cost per person is
$84.47. If the bus if half full the cost is $168.95.
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E X EC U T I V E C OM M I T T EE M EET I NG
A. 2003 Annual Meeting
The host for the 2003 Annual Meeting is the
Northeast Chapter. The theme will focus on urban
forestry and wildland-urban forest interface. Since the
federal government has a significant amount of money
for the wildfire issue, we should consider a speaker on
the fire aspects of forest fragmentation. Andy Londo
reported that MS only obtained $125,000 allocated
among fire money for community and rural development
assistance grant, which is not a good allocation for us.
Chair Preston Padgett suggested that we could perhaps
get John Greis to come and discuss the findings of the
Southern Forest Assessment. He also related his experience in talking with elected officials about the impact of
forests on the City of Memphis since Memphis was a center of hardwood activity. Councilman Don Bell suggested that we consider a speaker on the Urban Forester's
role in education of youth in urban areas like Houston
and Boston.
The Executive Inn in Tupelo will be the location for
the event. The date falls the week after the furniture
mart on February 25,26,27.
There was a discussion about the planning of the
event. Andy Londo has the notebook on planning the
annual meeting and will pass it on to the new Chair of
that effort. Bob Daniels asked that the CREATE
Foundation in Tupelo be asked to make a donation and
have an exhibit at the meeting.
The auction was discussed. Arel Simpson remarked
that he would like to see a notebook of woodworking
ideas that individuals could consult to see what items
could be made and contributed. He is going to contribute a plan for a picnic table that is made from a sheet
of plywood and breaks down small enough to carry in
your car. Preston Padgett will email all the chapters to
see if they would solicit such plans and help us to compile a notebook. Debbie Gaddis asked that the auction
organizers remember to send thank-you notes to all who
contribute items for the auction.
Last year Arel Simpson asked that we schedule a
field tour along with the golf tour for those of us who are
not interested in playing golf. Chair Padgett reported
that a tour, possibly of Norboard, will be scheduled to
see if this might be a feasible addition to our annual
meeting.
B. Policy Committee
Chair Bob Daniels reported. Two position statements
were sent back to the committee for revision: Multiple

Use and Fire Management. At the April 5 meeting, these
were reconsidered based on suggestions from Ian Munn
and modified. Bob Daniels made a motion that the
Executive Committee approve these positions to add
them to the three already approved and include them in
this year's professional view. The motion was seconded
and carried.
Three other issues were the Position on the New
Mississippi Institute for Forest Inventory, Forest
Research, and Severance Tax.
Bob asked for comments on reissuing the
Professional View publication. General discussion
ensued. Preston suggested that we reissue this and distribute through Chapter Chairs. They also need to be
distributed electronically. Bob encouraged us to use
them locally with our local representatives.
C. Council Report from Councilman Don Bell.
Lisa Stocker is the Policy chairman for the Society of
American Foresters. As of April 4, 2002 we have 1243
members in LA & MS. The Society is still losing members. There continues to be a steady decline in membership--although we are currently not in trouble financially,
the decline must stop if we are to survive long term.
Don suggested that members who are unable to pay the
national bill, continue to pay their local membership.
Don asked that the chapters contribute to student chapters to go to the National Meeting.
The Association of Consulting Foresters (ACF) says
the Code of Ethics is in direct violation of their work
practices, to wit, "Foresters have a responsibility to manage their land for both current and future generations."
This may conflict with the desires or needs of current
landowners, the ACF client base. Many ACF members
are leaving the SAF. Debbie Gaddis reported that others
feel the Ethics revision was unwise. Former Council
member Pat Straka has resigned from the SAF over this
issue. A very small percentage of the membership voted
on the Ethics revision and it passed due to the apathy of
the membership.
National Vice-President Jason Kutack encouraged the
Mississippi membership to become a Certified Forester.
Starting January 1, members must pass a test to
become certified. Until then, certification required $125
and a transcript showing graduation from an accredited
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college of forestry. Councilman Don Bell commented that
with states who have registered foresters law, certification
is not necessary. Steve Grado commented that some consulting jobs require certification, particularly for jobs out of
state. It is not a substitute for MS registration.
Meeting the needs of the field forester is increasingly
being emphasized with SAF. One of the fruits of this
emphasis is the 1st Field Forester workshop in the nation
held at Jones County Junior College in July.
D. President-Elect Report
Jason Kutack attended the Leadership Academy along
with Randy Watkins, Vice-Chair of the MSSAF. There was
a small attendance at the meeting. Ian Munn noted that
attendance at the Leadership Academy is necessary to
establish connections with other people who will be
attending the House of Society Delegates Meeting at the
National Convention.
The next Council meeting will be on June 8-9 in South
Carolina to discuss the strategic agenda prior to
Convention in Winston-Salem October 5-9.
E. Forestry Video
The video is currently on hold. The latest news is that
the Mississippi Forestry Association may try to create an
interactive CD instead. Ian had been able to get two small
grants for partial funding of the video: one from MFC and
USFS and one from the SAF National office. The SAF contribution can be shifted to MFA if we want to support their
project; however, the MFC/USFS grant must be returned if
not used for the original project proposal.

The MFA CD project is entirely different--it is an interactive CD for individual children to use with a computer.
Several states have used this type project which is created
by an individual firm. Tennessee did this and the cost was
around $24,000. A motion made by Don Bell to hold the
grant money we had received for the video. The motion
was seconded and passed. Arel Simpson volunteered to
check on sources for support for continuing our video project. Chair Preston Padgett will find out the objectives of
the MFA Communications committee for their project.
Chad Smith mentioned that Title III funds might be able to
contribute to this effort.
F. MS SAF Historical Archives
Don Bell has material to contribute to our archives.
Steve Grado asked that any materials be delivered to him
to be transmitted to the MSU Library. The MSU Library
would be delighted to receive some funding to cover some
of the costs of archiving. Chair Padgett presented us with
a Foresters Fund application for a grant to cover part of
the cost of archiving our records. The motion made and
seconded to send the application for the Foresters Fund to
set up the archives. All present approved by voice vote.
G. Magnolia Forester
Newsletter Editor, Karen Brasher has asked for pictures
from events to use--digital pictures are acceptable even
though the quality is not quite as good. She particularly
requested pictures of outdoor events. Chair Padgett
reminded us that it is our responsibility to give Karen items
for the newsletter.

Mississippi Society of American Foresters Chapter Chairs
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Mr. Neil Kirkland
662.983.4903

Mr. Arel Simpson
601.638.4683

Magnolia
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Mr. Jody Phillips
601.735.3075

Dr. Andy Londo
662.325.8003

Capitol
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Mr. Stephen Dicke
601.857.2284

Mr. Chad Smith
601.587.1125

Northeast

Longleaf

Mr. Robert Carter
662.566.2201

Mr. Charles Graham
228.392.5632

CHAPTER NEWS
Four Lakes
In April, a meeting was held on 560 acre land owned
by Weyerhaeuser. The group studied site index on an
intensively managed pine stand. A BBQ lunch followed the
tour. Don Bell reported that the next meeting will be in
Grenada. The chapter is very active.

Magnolia
The last meeting of the Magnolia Chapter was on
March 4th in which Dr. Glen Hughes presented his program
on the Australian program-timber situation.

Capitol
We thank John Gwaltney and the entire staff at
Forestry Suppliers, Inc. for inviting us on a tour of their
facilities on July 19th. We will be able to make a report
about this meeting in the next issue.
Gaddis Farms, in Bolton, will host a Hardwood
Management Tour on Friday Morning October 11, 2002.
Lunch will be sponsored by Red River Specialties, Inc. To
register call Stephen Dicke at 601-857-2284 ext. 111 or
send an email to steved@ext.msstate.edu
Gaddis Farms is one of the largest timber and cattle
operations in Mississippi. Much of their hardwood forest is
located in deep silt loams along the Big Black River. Tour
guides will be consulting foresters E.C. Burkhardt of
Vicksburg and Les Shelby of William W. May and
Associates, in Fannin. E.C. is considered a hardwood
expert and has for many years been a consulting forester
for Gaddis Farms. Les began recently to help E.C. with the
leg work.

Northeast
The last meeting of the Northeast Chapter was early in
May with Matt Miller of the Nature Conservancy in Tupelo
presenting a program. They are busy with planning for
the next Annual meeting.

Broadleaf

was provided for the 15 to 20 in attendance.

Loblolly
The last Loblolly Chapter meeting was held on April 4
at City Bagel in Starkville Dr. Andy Londo presented a program on Best Management Practices.

Homochitto
The SAF Homochitto Chapter held its first meeting of
2002 on May 29th. We had 14 people in attendance. Jeff
Vines, Fire Protection Manager for the Homochitto National
Forest, was our guest speaker. Jeff discussed multiple-use
management in the National Forest system and the direction that timber management appears to be headed on
Federal lands. Jeff's talk was very interesting and, as you
can imagine, stimulated much discussion among the
group. Following Jeff's presentation the group enjoyed an
"all you can eat" Crawfish Boil which was sponsored by the
Homochitto SAF Chapter. It was a great time of food &
fellowship

Longleaf
Jason Kutack reported that at the last Longleaf
Chapter meeting, Glen Hughes reported on his trip to
Australia to the 15 attendees.

MSU Student Chapter
Don Grebner reported that the MSU Student Chapter
has sponsored Scott Mcchan an Eagle Scout student. They
participated in conclave at Camp Tyler, Texas hosted by
Texas A&M. The students are active in the Adopt-aHighway program. Several students presented "Tree
Factory" lessons at Overstreet Elementary 3rd grade. The
Chapter hosted a forestry essay contest and Kristina
Koontz won with her essay on "What Forestry Means to
me." The Chapter expressed appreciation to the 4-lakes
chapter for their $200 donation. They are planning a welcome cookout for Summer Camp. They plan to do trail
maintenance this summer on their Nature Trail as well.

Chair Arel Simpson reported that the last Broadleaf
Chapter meeting was held on April 26 in Yazoo City. Arch
Chemical representative spoke on Copper Chromium
Arsenate--where it originated and plans for a new wood
preservative to replace it now that it has been banned by
the EPA. There was a good attendance. A catfish dinner
Magnolia Forester/July 2002
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NATIONAL SAF NEWS
The theme of the 2002 convention is Forests at Work which recognizes that forests provide a foundation for our country's physical, social,
and economic well-being, including shelter, food, clean water, fresh air,
commercial goods, solitude, and inspiration.
The 2002 convention will offer three days of concurrent sessions
more than 100 sessions and 350 presenters. In challenging economic
times like these, SAF makes every continuing education minute count.
From new field techniques to the latest research to pending regulations,
foresters will find what they need in Winston-Salem.
Eight Thematic Tracks that Concurrent and Scientific Sessions
Will Primarily Focus On
Forest Ecology - landscape-level issues, management strategies, and
species of concern
Forest Protection and Health - fire, insects, diseases, and invasive
species
Forest Productivity - intensive management, site quality, silviculture
Water Resources - riparian zones, wetlands, best management practices, source water
Business of Forestry - costs, contracts, transportation, dealers, procurement
Social and Cultural Forces - demographics, human health and
forests, interactions with communities, conflict mediation
Forest Measurements/GIS - advancing technology, biometrics, innovation
Market Forces - local, national, and international implications, public
opinion, customer preference, global trade
For the first time, the 2002 convention will include a Leadership Track,
where SAF award winners will be given an opportunity to share their
talents and insights with participants.
The 2002 convention will showcase Feature Forests - case studies
describing outstanding examples of public or private forests at work,
models for integrated resource management, including timber production, wildlife habitat, soil and water protection, biodiversity, and more
that achieve the owner’s objectives and society’s needs.
Southern forests are largely privately held. In the Sunday opening plenary, convention attendees will hear from an
industry leader about the challenges and opportunities private companies - and forestry - face in the coming years.
How Should We Manage Our Forests? This interlocutor plenary session on Monday explores multiple points of view
as panelists respond to realistic forestry scenarios framed by the moderator. Invited participants include representatives
from public agencies, consulting firms, community and conservation groups, large and small ownerships, private business, and more.
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POLICY SCOREBOARD
The Policy Scoreboard will be a regular report in the Magnolia Forester on Policy Committee activities. In this issue,
MSAF Policy Committee Chair, Dr. Bob Daniels, introduces and explains the policy activities in MSAF. Please express
your opinion on any or all of the positions by sending an email with your comments to the Policy Committee at
bobd@ext.msstate.edu or call 662-325-3151.
Welcome to the "world of forest policy". What do
you think (not feel) about current issues in forestry?
Have you been reading about the millions of forest acres
burning in the West? Could that be happening in
Mississippi? We hope you will take an interest and
express your views on forest issues as they come up.
Speaking out on issues is part of the SAF code of ethics
and if you are unwilling to join the policy discussion,
some would argue that you should be silent.
This is the second Policy Scoreboard (PS) column
but, actually the first in which I have had the opportunity
to introduce and explain the policy activities in the
Mississippi Society of American Foresters (MSSAF).
The purpose of the MSSAF Policy Committee is to be
the voice of the Mississippi SAF on matters of forest policy in Mississippi. The MSSAF Policy Committee develops
and maintains updated position statements on forestry
issues held by the Mississippi Society of American
Foresters through consultation with MSSAF members and
the MSSAF Executive Committee. The Policy Committee
serves to assist the MSSAF Chair, Executive Committee
and membership by formalizing into policy statements
the consensus of the Mississippi Society of American
Foresters on pertinent resource issues. The Committee
also serves as a liaison between the MSSAF and National
SAF on policy matters.
The current MSSAF policy activities began in 1998
when a small group of members decided that MSSAF
should be a leading voice for forestry in Mississippi.
Foresters have much to offer regarding decisions on matters of forest policy. After all, MSSAF members embody
more professional forestry training and experience than
any other group in the state. (In the 1950's, MSSAF
foresters actively worked with the Legislature to guide
public policy dealing with Mississippi's forests.) However,
when the MSSAF was asked for our position on a particular issue, we had no reply because we had not taken the
time and effort to formulate one.
In the years since that humble beginning, the MSSAF
Policy Committee has developed 10 position statements.
These positions cover issues like clearcutting, herbicide
use in forest management, sixteenth section forestland
management, registration of foresters and more. All
MSSAF positions are posted on the MSSAF web site in
the "Policy" section. The web site address is
www.cfr.msstate.edu/mssaf/. I encourage you to

become familiar with these positions. They have been
published in a booklet entitled "A Professional View of
Forestry Issues in Mississippi" and have been sent to
each member of the Mississippi Legislature, our
Congressional delegation and all appropriate state
agency heads. These statements constitute what we as a
Society "think" and are used by our leadership and members to discuss issues with decision-makers.
Currently, new positions are under development and
the Policy Committee is asking for your continuous,
active participation. Each Chapter Chair is asked to
include a policy discussion time in each Chapter meeting
to talk about issues and solicit issues on which their
membership think MSSAF should have a position. I'm
also asking each Chapter Chair to facilitate the election
of a Policy Committee representative for your Chapter (if
one is not already appointed) and make policy issues an
agenda item at each Chapter meeting.
As demand increases for use of the forest, it
becomes more important for MSSAF to know what we
think and be able to express those thoughts to the public. That is why policy activities are so important to
MSSAF today. Please make the Policy Scoreboard a "regular read" each time your receive your Magnolia Forester
and decide now to participate in the Mississippi Forestry
policy debate.

Magnolia Forester/July 2002
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Canadian softwood lumber exports fall sharply
Canadian softwood lumber exports to the United
States nosedived in the weeks following imposition of
punitive American duties, trade figures show.
The volume of softwood exports to the key U.S.
market fell by more than 25 per cent between May 22 the day the 27 per cent tariffs took effect - and June 28.
Exports from British Columbia, which accounts for
about half the cross-border trade, dropped to 83.3 per
cent of volumes in the same period last year. And
Quebec, which makes up a quarter of Canadian softwood exports, saw shipments cut to just 51 per cent of
2001 volumes. Ontario, the third-largest Canadian supplier to the U.S. market, suffered too, with shipments
dropping to 55.1 per cent of 2001 exports.
The data comes from a monitoring program set up
last year by Canada's Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade after U.S. lumber producers filed
countervailing and antidumping complaints against their
northern competitors, alleging Canadian exports are
subsidized.
The steep decline is partly explained by softwood
producers taking advantage of a five-week duty-free
period in April and May to push as much lumber across
the border as possible. Provisional tariffs imposed last
year had lapsed before U.S. trade authorities confirmed
the new countervailing and antidumping duties.
Canada's $10 billion annual softwood trade to the
United States has been in turmoil for months due to a
weakened U.S. economy and uncertainty over the
impact of the duties.
The U.S. housing market is absorbing the last of the
duty-free surplus lumber but prices have risen only
slightly, says Laurence Cater, publisher of Madison's
Canadian Lumber Reporter.
Higher-cost Quebec producers such as Abitibi
Consolidated and Domtar have been forced to close
mills, triggering widespread layoffs. Domtar owns a
paper mill in Maine.
The coastal British Columbia sector, dependent on
high-priced cedar, hemlock and fir, remains largely shut
down after a brief flurry in April and May.
Cater said that when prices decline during the traditional autumn slowdown in U.S. construction, the impact
of the duties will really start to bite.
"As we get closer to fall it's going to get tougher
and tougher for even the most efficient B.C. mills," he
says.
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The province's main forestry union, the Industrial,
Wood and Allied Workers of Canada, estimates about
4,600 of its B.C. members are off the job. That's half
the number last December but a fraction of the 20,000
lost B.C. jobs some observers predict if the trade dispute
isn't resolved soon.
There's been no discernible movement since talks
between Canada and the United States broke off last
spring.
Canadian trade officials are waiting for World Trade
Organization rulings, expected in a couple of weeks, on
their complaints about the U.S. countervailing duty
process and an American law that funnels the collected
duties to the U.S. companies that claimed injury.
Canada traditionally supplies about one-third of U.S.
softwood lumber demand for construction. Housing
starts are driven strongly by consumer confidence, notes
Alistair MacCallum, a forestry analyst at PwC Consulting.
Cater says some U.S. housing markets, such as the
East Coast, remain hot because investors, turned off by
stock market scandals, are putting cash into tangible
assets such as real estate.

features
The industry wants federal help defraying the cost of the
tariffs, perhaps through interest-free loans or loan guarantees. The provinces and unions are demanding money
to support displaced workers. Quebec alone said it
requires more than $400 million a year.
The federal cabinet is expected to discuss the
options sometime this summer.
Canadian trade officials worry federal supports especially to cover the duty costs - could be seen by the
United States as more evidence of subsidy.
The Associated Press State & Local Wire
Monday, July 8, 2002

Company works to make forest management
more accessible
It's always been a challenge for private landowners
and timber companies to gauge how much lumber their
holdings might yield or the extent of wildlife on their
land.
Private landowners might use small aerial photographs and paper spreadsheets. Timber companies usually had more complicated, in-house computers requiring
experts to manage the systems and interpret data.
But now the age of the personal handheld computer
has arrived in forest management, and one of the companies involved is the aptly named Forest Technology
Group. The wholly owned subsidiary of MeadWestvaco
was created three years ago and offers consulting services to timberland owners. It also offers an Internetbased system where customers can, using a Web browser, look at maps reflecting everything from the types of
trees and soil on their land to rainfall conditions.
Customers can then "grow" the forest in cyberspace
to make management decisions. And, because it's
Internet based, the information is available on PCs at
home and in the office and from laptops on the road.
"In the past, each company out there has gone
about doing their own technology internally, carrying a
lot of skilled and technical people to develop their own

proprietary information systems," says Guerry Doolittle,
Forest Technology's vice president of marketing and
sales.
"The core business for these companies is growing
trees to run through their manufacturing facilities to
make paper or lumber or plywood," he said. "They need
good information to run the business better, but the
process of developing the technology and management
of it is not their focus."
That's where Forest Technology comes in.
Demonstrating the technology, J. Brian Fiacco, the
company's vice president of technical development and
online services, pulls up computer maps of
MeadWestvaco forest plots west of Charleston. The
application allows users to see aspects of the property
with various overlays such as the kind of trees to the
last time plots were harvested.
The company is working on an application that,
using global positioning, allows users to pull down forest
tract maps into handheld computers. On the ground,
users will know exactly where they are and can record
information about the tract to upload in their database.
"Private landowners generally don't have access to
this kind of information. What they have is paper,"
Doolittle says. "They will have little 9-by-9 (inch) aerial
photographs on paper in a file drawer in their office.
"Then they will have tabular data about the trees
maybe on an Excel spreadsheet. Each one is independent, so they are less accessible. And they are not digital,
so you can't manipulate them."
Doolittle would not provide company sales figures,
but he noted that Forest Technology Group started with
five people and now has 36 employees. The company
provides forest information services for MeadWestvaco,
which has 3.5 million acres of forest land in the United
States.
One customer, the National Wild Turkey Federation
based in Edgefield, S.C., is using Forest Technology to
map 30 million acres of river and stream habitat in the
Southwest and southern Plains.
The information will be provided on computer disks,
allowing the organization to model and gauge the best
places for restoring stands of cottonwoods and create
habitat for wild turkeys and other wildlife, says Scott
Vance, a biologist with the federation.
The federation is working with federal agencies and
state wildlife agencies in Arizona, New Mexico, Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado and Nebraska, says Vance,
who adds that computers and geographic information
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systems are playing an increasing role in such planning.
"The technology has grown by leaps and bounds.
It's very user friendly, and they have programs now
where you can see GIS information on any computer,"
he said.
Forest Technology Group applications can be used
for forest lands around the world, and that's the company's ultimate aim.
"This was never envisioned to be just a small
Southeastern forestry consulting firm," Doolittle says.
"We intend to be a leading global company."
The Associated Press State & Local Wire
Sunday, June 30, 2002

Shrubs, poplars, pin oaks spruce up city park
Jerry Fant knows the value of a good tree.
"These trees will help give park-goers shade from
the hot sun," said Fant, a landscaper for Quality
Landscape and Garden Center who helped plant trees
and shrubs in Olive Branch City Park this week. "It does
a lot for the park." But the plants, paid for with part of a
$15,000 grant from the Urban and Community Forestry
Assistance, will be more than haven from the heat they'll be a feast for the eyes.
"This goes along with a long-range operation plan to
beautify the park," said Olive Branch Community
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Development Director Peggy Linton.
Out of the $15,000 grant, $9,955 was used for the
park plantings, Linton said. The other $5,045 went to
forestry workshops for area teachers.
"When the Mississippi Forestry Commission awards a
grant, they not only want to plant trees and shrubs, but
they also want an educational component in the plan,"
Linton said.
It also paid registration fees for two city employees
to attend the Mississippi Urban Forest Council
Conference in January.
Forty Bordeaux holly shrubs along with 18 tulip
poplars and 14 pin oaks were planted throughout the
park.
The new plants will also serve as traffic controls,
said Parks and Recreation director Will McNeer.
"The trees and shrubs are planted right next to the
side of the road," McNeer said. "Before (the trees were
planted), you couldn't distinguish the road from the
island."
The park is only the latest in a long list of plantings
the city has undertaken. Trees have also been planted at
the intersection of Goodman Road and U.S. 78 and
along Goodman Road.
For its efforts, Olive Branch recently was named a
Tree City USA by the National Arbor Day Foundation. It
also received the Urban and Community Forestry Award
for the third time this year.
Landscapers finished planting the last bundle of
shrubs Friday afternoon. The trees are 10-12 feet tall
and the shrubs are 3 feet tall.
"I think we will get positive feedback from the public
once everything is finalized," McNeer said. "The park will
be much more attractive."
The Commercial Appeal, Inc.
Saturday, June 15, 2002

features
Governor Musgrove announces
Commission on Remote Sensing
Governor Ronnie Musgrove has
issued an executive order creating
the Governor’s Advisory Commission
on Remote Sensing Technologies.
The work of the Commission will
focus on creating a clearinghouse
for remote sensing data, including a
digital land base computer model of
the state that can be accessed over
the Internet.
“This is cutting-edge technology
that will allow us to gather more
accurate information about our state
and the detail of its geography,”
Musgrove said. “This information is
an important resource for economic
development and will help us be
even more competitive in the search
for jobs for the people of

Mississippi.”
Executive Order 857 outlines the
make-up of the 15-member
Commission. Charles Chisholm,
Executive Director of the
Department of Environmental
Quality, will serve as vice-chairman.
“Accurate, up-to-date computerized maps will mean better decisions, period,” Chisholm said.
“Everything we do at the
Department of Environmental
Quality is place-based.”
Other members of the
Commission will include the executive directors of the Department of
Transportation, the Mississippi
Development Authority, the
Mississippi Emergency Management
Agency, the Mississippi Institute for
Forestry Inventory, the Mississippi
Automated Resource Information

System, the Mississippi Space
Commerce Initiative, and the
Remote Sensing Technologies
Center. Four legislators and representatives from the Mississippi
Municipal League and the
Governor’s Office will serve on the
Commission.
News-Commercial, Collins, MS
July, 19, 2002
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To study timber harvesting, MSU researchers
reach for the bats
Radio transmitters attached to nocturnal, reclusive
bats may provide data that can help the national timber
industry better plan harvesting practices.
In a three-year study begun recently at Mississippi
State, bats--the only mammals that fly--are helping university researchers gauge the environmental health of a
commercially managed forest. Led by vertebrae ecologist
Francisco J. Vilella, the effort is being funded by the
Weyerhaeuser Corp.
Vilella, an assistant leader of the Mississippi
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit in the Forest
and Wildlife Research Center, said bats are a major component of forest ecosystems and will provide one measure of how timber operations affect biodiversity.
As a leading international forest products company,
Weyerhaeuser holds distinctions, among other things, as
the world’s largest owner of merchantable softwood timber and the world’s largest producer of softwood and
hardwood timber.
“A commercial forest, unlike an undisturbed native
forest, is made up of trees that are usually of the same
age and type,” Vilella explained. “Focusing on an intensively managed pine forest in Mississippi, we are looking
at the roost site selection, habitat use and movement of
red bats in particular.”
Vilella said bats, like birds, “are a good indicator of
environmental health” because they feed on insects and
are highly susceptible to environmental influences.
Evaluating the effects of timber management practices on bats can help commercial companies make decisions about when and how to harvest trees while simultaneously protecting animal habitats, Vilella said.
While they migrate during winter to Central America,
the Caribbean and Mexico, red bats spend their summer
months in Mississippi and other Southeastern states.
Females of the species also spend the summer--a primary
timber-harvesting season--giving birth to their young.
To gather his airborne assistants, Vilella and graduate
student Leslie D. Welch of Jakin, Ga., string nets around
the sides of bridges and over streams, both primary
areas in a bat’s flight pattern. When safely in hand, the
animals are gently fitted with tiny radio transmitters that
are secured with surgical cement. After a couple of
weeks, the radios fall off.
“It’s a challenge to work with the radios because they
are really small and their range is short,” Vilella said.
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Further defining both “challenge” and “short,” he
explained that bat flight patterns must be monitored no
farther than a quarter of a mile from where the animals
go about their nightly routines.
Based on early results of what he readily admits is a
most-unusual study, Vilella said the initial data shows
adult female red bats with young to have an average
home range of 138 acres, while the home ranges of
breeding females may be as large as 264 acres. For
adult males, the home ranges are larger, averaging 363
acres but extending to as much as 553 acres, he said.
By the time summer begins drawing to a close, he
and graduate student Welch plan to have much more
data about the environmental health of some important
Mississippi forestlands.

features
Did Politics Put a Match to West's Wild Lands?
Parched by severe drought, the majestic forests of the
West are vulnerable this summer to the smallest spark.
But that may not be the only reason the trees are burning
with such explosive force across so many states.
As a mammoth blaze that has destroyed several hundred homes continued to rage today here in eastern
Arizona, all the players in western land debates have
begun asking whether this year's fires are also fueled by
another factor: politics.
The wild lands in the West are filled with dense, dangerous underbrush that helps blazes burn hotter and
faster, and that brush is the consequence of a long-standing federal policy to suppress all fires as soon as they
start. There is widespread agreement on that point -- and
that the forests must now be thinned with a combination
of cutting and small, intentional burns.
Today, 16 major fires were burning across more than
800,000 acres in six western states. The largest blaze by
far was here in the kiln-dry pine forests of Arizona. It has
scorched about 400,000 acres and forced the evacuation
of more than 30,000 residents. Fire officials said they
were making progress on the blaze, but it was not close
to being contained.
With 2.5 million acres in the West already charred,
this summer's fire season is shaping up to be as bad as or
worse than the one two years ago, which prompted the
federal government to revamp how the public forests are
managed. The new National Fire Plan included promises
to protect the growing number of homes in "forest communities" and to reduce the fuel in the woods by thinning
smaller trees and underbrush. Federal agencies that manage wild lands received large budget increases to get
those jobs done.
But lawmakers, western governors, environmental
groups and timber companies are all complaining about
what has happened since -- and often denouncing one
another for the problems still apparent in forest management.
"I think we got the wake-up call that we needed two
years ago, but we keep hitting the snooze alarm on this,"
said Michael Goergen, a policy director for the Society of
American Foresters. "We know what we can do to reduce
the risks, but there are a lot of barriers to get around.
Forest Service officials say they are moving as quickly
as possible to thin the forests. The agency spent $70 million reducing fuel loads in forests in 2000, and intends to
spend $209 million this year.
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"It took us 100 years to get into this situation," said
Denny Truesdale, deputy coordinator of the National Fire
Plan for the Forest Service, "and so it is going to take a
while to get out of it." At a minimum, the Forest Service
predicts that it will take a decade to treat the most vulnerable forests.
But some western politicians are blaming environmentalists for the intensity of this year's fires, saying
their appeals and lawsuits to stop logging around the
region are stalling attempts to thin forests. Sen. John
McCain (R-Ariz.) and others have called for streamlining
laws to allow federal land managers to act more quickly
on fire risks. This week, Hull called the stand that some
environmental groups take on forest management
"absolutely ridiculous."
Not so, environmental leaders say, pointing to a
report last year by the General Accounting Office that
found that only 20 of 1,671 fuel-reduction projects in
forests had been appealed by outside interests -- and
that none of the projects had been the subject of litigation. Moreover, they said, those 20 projects, many of
which went ahead after some compromise, were
opposed not just by environmentalists, but also by recreational groups, private industry and individuals.
"The charge that environmentalists are somehow
slowing down the Forest Service just doesn't hold water,"
said Greg Aplet, a wildfire ecologist with the Wilderness
Society in Denver.
Conservation groups that support forest thinning -and most do -- are clashing with western politicians on
another important issue: where the clearing should
occur. Environmentalists say thinning should take place
first near vulnerable communities and not deep inside
forests, where they fear that large trees that are more
resistant to wildfires could end up getting chopped
down.
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But to clear underbrush near new housing developments could mean imposing rules on homeowners,
which westerners have traditionally resisted. It certainly
means changing the aesthetic of the forest and producing smoke from a procedure called a prescribed burn.
And for many residents and tourism officials, that is too
much to bear -- especially after that tactic went awry
two years ago in a forest near Los Alamos, N.M., and
ignited a wildfire that destroyed 220 homes.
"I think people got real nervous after that one," said
Dave Hunt, a truck driver who was living in an evacuation center here after fleeing his mountain home
because of the wildfire. "But maybe they might think differently now."
"Some people object to the burnings all the time -they say, 'The forest is so beautiful, this is why we live
here,' " said B.J. Gillingham, a retiree in the evacuation
center whose home was in the path of the blaze. "But
the reason we're having this horrible fire is that we're
not taking care of the forests."
A small wildfire is a tonic to the forest, and some
forests burn in a natural cycle every few decades. But
with many forests now thick with the kind of brush that
gives fire fuel to leap into old, tall trees, the resulting
infernos burn everything to the ground, boiling the soil
and leaving a wasteland of ash.
Even today, the Forest Service suppresses more than
95 percent of all wildfires. For a century, its policy was
to extinguish blazes quickly to protect valuable timber
and public recreation land.
Now, as it shifts its policy, the service says it faces a
kind of Catch-22: Even as it works to clear more brush
in the West, it still has to extinguish many fires quickly
because the fuel loads in forests are now so big. Letting
some small fires burn perhaps as Mother Nature intended could result in out-of-control blazes.
Meeting in Phoenix this week, as a fire the size of
Los Angeles burned 125 miles away, governors from
around the West said that reducing the risk of wildfires
has become a top priority.
"The message to be learned from the Colorado fires,
the fire here in Arizona, is that these are long-term solutions that take a long time to implement," said Wyoming
Gov. Jim Geringer (R). "And if we don't start now and
set aside a lot of the gridlock, the bickering that's going
on, no good will come of it."
The Washington Post Company
Thursday, June 27, 2002; Page A03

features
MSU helping space center with natural
resource management
There’s much more to Hancock County’s
John C. Stennis Space Center than high-tech
laboratories and giant rocket engine test
stands. The latest in space-age technology
exists along with virtually every species of
wildlife represented in South Mississippi.
The almost 16,000 acres—about 25 square
miles—that encompass the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration facility on the Pearl
River “is very rich in natural resources,” said
Don Grebner, assistant professor of forestry at
Mississippi State University.
With a grant totaling nearly $100,000,
Grebner has begun directing a new project to
provide NASA with resource management information. He and other scientists in MSU’s
departments of forestry and wildlife and fisheries will develop plans to integrate timber harvest and production with wildlife conservation.
“The space center is interested both in producing timber and conserving wildlife, including
species with declining regional populations,”
Grebner said. “Because of the abundance of
diverse forest habitats and proximity to New
Orleans and the Mississippi Gulf Coast, it’s an
important natural resource that should be managed for multiple uses.”
Over the next two years, MSU’s Forest and
Wildlife Research Center personnel will collect
data on Stennis’ wildlife and plant populations.
Bobwhite quail, white-tailed deer, wild hogs,
toads, and plants that indicate wetland habitats
will be studied.
The resulting data then will be used to
enhance the space center’s management planning for the forests and wetlands.
“The information we present will provide
for healthy and productive tree stands, vegetative diversity, forage production for wildlife and
a wetland mitigation strategy,” Grebner said. “It
also may provide potential opportunities for
recreational uses.”
For additional information on the project, contact Grebner at (662) 325-0928 or
dgrebner@cfr.msstate.edu.

Members of the Society of American Foresters student chapter at MSU
recently led Project Learning Tree at Starkville’s Overstreet Elementary
School. The third grade students not only received instruction from university
students, but also were encouraged to enter an essay contest based on the
quotation “What the Forest Means to Me”. Pictures are MSU forestry students Brian Berryman and Jessica Smith with essay winner Kristina Kunz.
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STATEMENT OF POLICY
Regarding Antitrust and Anticompetitive Activities

The Society of American Foresters (SAF) is a profes-

promising intent to comply strictly in all respect with

sional and scientific organization whose purpose is to
advance the science, technology, education, and practice

those laws.
SAF recognizes that severe penalties could be

of professional forestry in America. Its objective is to
use the knowledge and skills of the profession to benefit

imposed upon the Society, its individual members, and
their employers if involved in any violation of antitrust

society. SAF has no intention to, and may not, play any

laws. These laws include the Sherman Antitrust Act, the

role in the competitive decisions of its members or their
employees or employers, or in any way restrict competi-

Clayton Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act, and the
Robinson-Patman Act.

tion among them.
Through its meetings, technical conferences, workshops, short courses, and other activities, SAF brings

It shall be the responsibility of each SAF member to
comply strictly with antitrust laws in all SAF activities. It
shall be the special responsibility of elected and appoint-

together representatives of the forestry profession in private and public employ. The purpose of this statement

ed officers, committee and working group chairs, and
program chairs at all levels of SAF to ensure that this

is to make clear SAF’s unequivocal support for the policy
of competition served by antitrust laws, and its uncom-

policy is known and adhered to in activities pursued
under their leadership.
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